Corporate Training & Education
Services

What We Do
Looking to solve a
department or
organizational issue, but
need education & training
to back it up?
Need to enhance your
leadership skills?
Have a desire to
communicate more
effectively and
professionally?

The Corporate Training & Education division offers programs that introduce
professionals to KSA’s (Knowledge, Skills, & Abilities) that are needed to
succeed in areas ranging from project management to business
communication.
Standardized courses, as listed below, can be delivered as desired in
multiple formats. In addition, Bulldog Consulting Services is also
experienced with immersion approaches, where we offer customized
training programs that enable clients to tailor content to meet their
organizational needs. In all, Bulldog Consulting Services’ training programs
are designed to serve as a truly gap-driven solution, where results are not
only measurable but sustainable.

Where We Can Help
Struggling with the
intricacies of managing
personnel?
Searching for a project
management overview
course for your team?
Are you facing skill set
gaps but not sure how to
leverage training to bridge
them?

YOU NEED A BULLDOG!

-

Project Management
Business Communication
Sales

-

Leadership
Management
Customer Service

Why We’re Different
The Bulldog Consulting Services team prides itself in its expertise with all
aspects of adult education, including custom design and development. The
results are material that is relevant, timely, and specific so as to bridge the
gap between concept and application.
Content delivery is based on proven adult learning theory, in which
attendees are engaged in a two-way participatory environment where
collective experience and insight are leveraged to create meaningful
dialogue. Retention rates are bolstered by real-world & practical exercises
that rely on feedback and communication between the facilitator and
participants.

At Bulldog Consulting Services, We MEAN Business!
We’re passionate, loyal, diligent, and determined. We’re like a
dog with a bone. We won’t let go of an issue until it’s been fully
dissected, analyzed, and resolved to your satisfaction.

Mail: P.O. Box 65 Leo, IN 46765
Call: 260.437.7924 \ 844.9BULLDOG (844)928.5536

Email: info@BulldogMeansBusiness.com
Visit: www.BulldogMeansBusiness.com

